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Long before Covid I was interested in contributing to a healthy and positive environment.
I already had a vegetable garden, a few rain barrels (6) and recycled beyond what the blue boxes take.
The first exciting project was purchasing electric bikes for my wife and I. We supported the locally
owned store, Ride The Glide (https://www.ridetheglide.ca/). Excellent service and products. We bike all
year round and purposely purchased folding bikes so can put on the sailboat and enjoy exploring the
gulf islands on them.
The second purchase was an electric car. As per my normal practice – did extensive research and test
drove a few types. There are amazing rebates to get old cars off the road. For me the savings was a
total of $14,000 from federal and local rebate programs. Programs are everchanging so worth looking
into sooner rather than later.
It was bittersweet getting my 20-year-old Honda Accord off the road, but well worth getting a full
electric Kia Sol with all the bells and whistles. Enjoyed a great road trip this summer finding charging
stations in BC and Alberta. Total cost worked out to .042cents a Kilometer. It is also worth installing a
proper level 2 charger in your home . Rebates up to $350 and the home charging cost is .03cent km for
my car.
The last project was the installation of 22 solar panels on our house. The cost was just under $20,000
which will take about 12- 15 years to pay off. Solar panels also add to the value of your home by $10- 15
K and last well over 25 years. I had it up and running March 15, 2021 and to October 25 this year I have a
credit of 5299kWh which should see me though the winter.
I encourage anyone to think going green in a way that makes sense for your home and lifestyle.
If you have any questions, feel free to email me at: markdavie@shaw.ca
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